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BRING a
TOWER
Bring a Trailer’s Biggest Sale
Did Hearst buy ﬁrst-mover BaT at the top of the market, or was this a
brilliant strategic move?
by Philip Richter

The Hearst Tower
in New York City
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“Bring a Trailer has set the bar for building a community around a passion point.
What Randy and (co-founder) Gentry (Underwood) have developed is truly special, and what
they deliver to their audience is so much more than transactional. They’ve built a family,
developed trust and have become an invaluable part of the automotive landscape.”
— Matt Sanchez, Hearst Autos CEO

I

t is not all that surprising that the online collector-car auction site
Bring a Trailer sold. But the buyer, Hearst Autos, does come as a
surprise.
BaT has differentiated itself from the traditional terrestrial-based
auction houses with a curated approach that is 100% online. BaT invented
and perfected the secret sauce of online collector-car auctions. With all
the traditional auction houses scrambling to move online because of
COVID-19 lockdowns and shutdowns, it is curious that Hearst walked
away with the pioneering online auction icon.
Hearst Magazines President Troy Young stated the logic behind the
transaction: “At its core, Bring a Trailer is about curation, which is what
our brands have always been about.”
In exclusive discussions with Hearst Autos CEO Matt Sanchez and
BaT co-Founder Randy Nonnenberg, SCM was able to get an inside perspective on the details and rationale behind Hearst’s acquisition of BaT.

The unique BaT model
BaT has a catchy name that is easy to remember. The experience is
fun and addictive. A friendly daily email prompts subscribers about cars
coming up for auction that day.
BaT makes the process of selling and buying cars easy, pleasurable
and engaging. BaT’s curated approach gives the website strict control of
the quality of items and content.
Consistent and well-written detailed summaries accompany each
item, and this helps avoid the description chaos that occurs in classified
ads and eBay.
A $4,500 AMC Pacer description is in the same familiar structure
and tone as a $100,000 Porsche 911 — every car is considered important
and equal on BaT.
Bidders, general subscribers and followers can actively participate in
auction commentary on any item — one does not need to buy a car to
feel the thrill of an auction. This positive interactive feedback loop drives
transparency and encourages even more conversations.
Periodically, the site also lists automobilia and parts, such as Fuchs
wheels, rare toolkits, manuals, car luggage and even oddball things like
La Scuderia Ferrari magazines from the 1930s. BaT provides endless
discussion content — and generates a lot of valuable data that Hearst can
leverage.
BaT also has a self-policing mechanism built-in, as buyers and sellers
are kept in check by a growing base of (mostly) informed participants.
On BaT, everyone is heavily reliant on his or her reputation. Like eBay,
misrepresented items often get called out. There are also consequences
for buyers or sellers who do not deliver on their obligations.
It is not unprecedented to see a user permanently banished from BaT.

overly positive, given that it was taken amid the COVID-19 lockdowns,
which represented a surge of activity on BaT.
If we annualize BaT’s numbers, they look like the following:
• Total number of bids: 422,890
• Value of lots sold: $352,871,194
• New users: 196,898
• Average auction views: 378,352
• Average auction watchers: 20,410
Note: BaT auctions do not open or close on weekends.
BaT fees are straightforward. Sellers pay a $99 listing fee with an
option to add Plus photo service for an additional $250. The buyer pays
a 5% fee on top of the final sales price to BaT, with a minimum of $250
and a cap of $5,000.
Hearst and BaT would not disclose the terms of the sale. Creating a
model and putting a potential multiple and value on this transaction is
complex and challenging without more precise data. One could do an
accounting of auction results over the past year, but that deep-dive project
exceeded my deadline. Regardless of the lack of precise data, one could
easily get to some pretty tall numbers — even factoring in execution risk
and conservative growth for 2021.
Every day, more and more six-figure sales are occurring on BaT —
and each of those sales is $5,099 in BaT’s pocket.
Even the sale of a $4,600 Ford Pinto yields a total fee to BaT of $349
— $99 (seller fee) and $250 (buyer fee).
If we perform basic math with conservative assumptions, it’s pretty
tough to see BaT doing less than $5 million in revenue last year. It’s easy
to get to substantially higher revenue assumptions.

Thriving in the COVID-19 world
From an investment and market point of view, Hearst chose a special
moment in time to gobble up BaT. While the world as we know it ended
with COVID-19, Bring a Trailer witnessed a surge of user activity because
of “shelter in place” mandates. With time to burn, collector enthusiasts
quarantining at home found BaT an entertaining way to pass the time.
BaT recently released a market snapshot that disclosed snippets of
user activity for the first two weeks of April. Note: This data may be
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Things get even more interesting when you imagine what future
growth could look like with Hearst’s support and all the resources they
bring to the table. There is a wide range of unknowable outcomes here,
but very conservatively, BaT could have sold for at least $50 million — I
believe the actual price was likely substantially higher.
Did Hearst buy first-mover BaT at the top of the market, or was this
a brilliant strategic move? Time will tell, but history may not be kind to
the big traditional auction houses for being reactive and not acquiring
this unique asset.

With BaT, Hearst has purchased a growing community of
more than 415,000 users and more than 175,000
registered bidders.

Why did Hearst buy?
In our conversations with Hearst Autos CEO Matt Sanchez and BaT
co-founder Randy Nonnenberg, we got a glimpse into their mutual enthusiasm about the future of the BaT and Hearst tie-up.
“The biggest thing that set BaT apart is its community. The richness
of comments in every auction,” Sanchez said.
It appears that Hearst has been “hanging around the hoop” for quite
some time, as this deal has been years in the making.
Hearst acquired BaT because they see it as a powerful community
with great entertainment value. From an entertainment perspective, BaT
is not dissimilar from a digital Barrett-Jackson. The curated BaT marketplace closely aligns with Hearst’s goal of providing richer content and
closer engagement with car enthusiasts.
The fact that listings are curated, qualified and validated by users was
a powerful determinant in their decision to acquire BaT.
Hearst has a claimed track record of buying unique assets and taking
a long view.
During our call, Sanchez pointed out that their corporate DNA is to
support entrepreneurs, founders and management while leaving them
alone.
While Hearst has a goal to take BaT to the next level, they also have a
“Do no harm” mantra.
To improve and scale BaT without ruining it will be tricky. It will
require implementing significant technological investments and carefully
scaling operations.
Hearst thinks they can successfully connect their legacy audience,
assets, and content to the BaT environment. For example, having access
to all the archival reviews of cars in old back issues of Road & Track and
Car and Driver could be added to BaT auctions.
This sale, combined with COVID-19, will supercharge interest in the
growing online collector-car auction world.
The major traditional auction houses have had to quickly shift online
because of the COVID-19 cancellation of major venues, such as Monterey
Car Week and Pebble Beach.
With this raging competitive dynamic, BaT is at risk and could
become the MySpace of the online collector-car auction sites with a
Facebook soon to come.
There is no doubt there will be several new online-car-auction competitors coming out of the woodwork. But the investment from Hearst —
and their balance-sheet strength and technological resources — should
give BaT a leg up in this competitive segment.
Nonnenberg pointed out that not doing a deal with a partner like
Hearst was also a risk for their business.

Buying a new audience
With BaT, Hearst has purchased a growing community of more than
415,000 users and more than 175,000 registered bidders.
Along with the purchase, Hearst gets an ongoing stream of user-generated content with very high replay value — people keep coming back to
the site to browse, buy, and comment. BaT’s audience is exploding, while
subscriptions for traditional Hearst publications such as Car and Driver
and Road & Track are in free fall.
Besides the obvious advertising revenue opportunities, Hearst will
have to find ways to leverage BaT’s potential synergies with their declining existing legacy magazines.
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Supercharging BaT — or wrecking it?
BaT is very savvy about taking care of repeat sellers who bring them
consistently good items.
For the average person, it’s hard to get a car listed on BaT. Reliable
sources indicate that BaT is turning away a lot of business. Hearst’s resources could help BaT either create an alternative site or greatly increase
their sales volume. One credible BaT seller tells me that 90% of all cars
brought to BaT get turned away.
In the future, BaT could raise prices and not have a cap at $5,000 for
auction fees. This week, a 1968 Lamborghini Miura P400 sold on BaT
for $990,000. Big-ticket cars are now regularly selling on BaT. Carefully
changing the fee structure could drive a lot more revenue in the future.
The downside is that this deal runs the risk of extinguishing the BaT
magic by saturating it in Hearst content, Hearst revenue demands and
Hearst culture. Hopefully, Hearst will not do to BaT what GM did to
Saab.
Based on our conversations with management at both Hearst and BaT,
that outcome seems unlikely given their “do no harm” mantra — and
what appears to be a very positive working partnership.
Existing management is going to stay at BaT. Perhaps it is a blessing
that BaT was not purchased by a traditional auction house.
Hearst may bring a different perspective and much-needed technological expertise that could help them continue to innovate and take BaT
to new heights.
“It’s an incredible business,” Nonnenberg said. “This deal allows
Hearst to get closer to the way people are really engaging in their passions.”
If managed right, Hearst’s acquisition of BaT could help benefit the
entire industry by bringing better services, more technology and morerobust research to buyers and sellers alike. ♦

